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A nationally organized, advanced divertor tokamak test facility is needed 
to demonstrate plasma exhaust and PMI solutions for FNSF/DEMO.  

 

A compact, high field, advanced divertor tokamak is the right facility for this mission. 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Plasma Science and Fusion Center† 

There is a growing concern that a fusion reactor may not be feasible, based on power and PMI considerations alone. 

Robust solutions for power exhaust and material erosion control are needed for next step, steady-state burning plasma 

tokamaks, such as FNSF or DEMO but these devices will have ~4 times the power output and ~100,000 times the 

pulse length of ITER. Moreover, recent experiments indicate that ITER’s conventional divertor will be marginally 

adequate at best. Research in this area must therefore receive high-priority in the 2015 FES 10 year plan [1]. Advanced 

divertors and/or liquid metal targets have potential to meet these challenges, but concepts must be critically assessed at 

the same divertor conditions as will be found on FNSF/DEMO. While modeling can guide research, extrapolation to 

reactor conditions is not reliable. High-material temperature PMI response in a tokamak environment is especially 

important and unexplored. RF current drive and heating technologies face similar challenges and are equally critical 

for the tokamak concept. Launchers must survive PMI in close proximity to the plasma and provide efficient heating 

and current drive. Potential game-changing ideas exist, such as locating RF launchers on the high-field side of the torus 

in double-null plasmas, but the physics and performance must be tested and no facility presently exists that can do this. 

As demonstrated by the Alcator program, a high-field, high-power density, compact tokamak is the ideal platform to 

produce reactor-level parallel heat flux densities (q//) in the boundary layer. By matching, q//, B and the magnetic 

topology of a reactor’s divertor, key plasma physics and atomic physics dimensionless parameters in the divertor can 

be matched to the reactor also. Thus, with a suitable arrangement of poloidal field coils, a compact, high field, high 

power density ADX can be constructed to simulate and compare a number of advanced divertor concepts at 

FNSF/DEMO conditions [2]. High-field side RF launchers can be integrated into the design, which preliminary studies 

show can substantially improve current drive performance. Plasma pulse lengths of 1 to 3 seconds are ideal for the 

primary mission: develop and demonstrate reactor-relevant plasma exhaust and PMI physics solutions that 

extrapolate to steady state and are compatible with achieving a burning plasma core. Results can be reliably projected 

to long-pulse because over a 1-3 s pulse length, steady power and particle exhaust, steady ion-impact and material 

erosion/redeposition fluxes and fully relaxed current profiles are well established. Relatively inexpensive cryogenically 

cooled copper magnetic technology can be used and the cost/complexity of steady state cooling is avoided. The result 

is a small, highly flexible ADX that capitalizes on unique strengths in the US fusion program: world-leading experts in 

advanced magnetic divertors, liquid metal target concepts and RF physics combined with the high-field magnet 

technology and high power-density RF systems developed in the Alcator program. 

An ADX would enable US scientists and international collaborators to perform world-leading research, targeting five 

key milestones that must be attained before proceeding to FNSF/DEMO: 

 Demonstrate robust divertor power handling solutions at boundary plasma parameters (heat fluxes, plasma 

pressures and PMI flux densities) approaching DEMO conditions, which scale to long-pulse operation; 

 Demonstrate nearly complete suppression of divertor material erosion, sufficient to sustain divertor lifetime for 

~5x10
7
 s of plasma exposure at DEMO parameters; 

 Achieve the above two goals while attaining reactor-relevant core plasma performance; 

 Demonstrate efficient current drive and heating techniques that minimize plasma-material interaction and scale to 

long-pulse operation; 

 Determine high-temperature PMI response of reactor-relevant plasma-facing material candidates, such as tungsten 

and liquid metals, under tokamak operation, assessing issues of material erosion, damage, material migration and 

fuel retention under reactor parameters. 

The FES 10 year strategic plan should include a new initiative: a nationally organized, advanced divertor tokamak 

experiment (ADX) to demonstrate solutions to power exhaust and plasma-material interaction (PMI) challenges for 

FNSF/DEMO that scale to long-pulse and are compatible with attaining a burning plasma core. This crosscutting 

initiative contributes to two FES program areas – Burning Plasma Science: Foundations and Burning Plasma 

Science: Long Pulse. It addresses top tier “issues” and “major gaps” in the 2007 FESAC report, utilizes unique 

US talents/resources and maintains world leadership in key areas. 
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